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or the officers' reluctance to spontaneously admit the

use of it.

Vignette Descriptive Data

Descriptive data for the responses to each vignette

are given in Table 6 (Table A gives the intercorrelations

of these items). The most frequent response on both

vignettes was IItell woman of her legal and personal

options. II lIArrest man," "refer man," "refer woman,11

"warn man of possible arrest," and the counseling

responses were all chosen with moderate frequencies on

the first vignette (47 tb 69% average probability). On

the second vignette I1warn man" was higher than on the

first vignette butl1arrestl1and"refer man" were lower;

at the same time, 11warn 11and "arrest woman" were given

~igher response probabilities on the second vignette

(these differences were all significant at p < .05).

In comparing the wording of the vignettes, the difference

in average responses between them might be accounted for

by differences in.injuries, attitude of the man, the

woman1s behavior (llthey continue to argue in your pre-

senceil
), or by other factors.

Table 7 shows the intercorrelations, means, and

standard deviations of the three vignette criterion

measures. Because minimal action is defined largely by
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Table r:
0

Means and Standard Deviations of Vignette Responses
Vignette 1

Item n H SD-
I. 114 arrest man 50.69 40.13
2. 113 arrest wcman .1.53 8.96
3. 113 refer man 55.36 41.37
4. 113 refer y.,;QITaIl 68.99 38.23
5. 113 warn rnan 52.21 43.57
6. 113 warn wcman 5.50 16.67
7. 113 mediate 47.27 39.73
8. 113 discourage arrest 11.91 24.09
9. 113 empathize 57.10 37.90

10. 113 give options 82.11 30.53

Vignette 2

l. 114 arrest man 35.02 34.32
2. 112 arrest WOITan 10.53 20.87
3. 112 refer man 36.93 43.14
4. 112 refer woman 53.01 44.91

-So 112 warn ITE11 70.69 36.11
6. 112 warn \A.CIT'.an 22.06 36.«a
7. 113 med.i.at;e 62.55 37.51
8. 113 discourage arrest 15.24 26.56
9. 113 empathize 57.15 37.67

10. 113 give options 79.02 33.44

Note. For the complete wurdiIlg of items, see the
questionI1aire on page 19.6.



'I'ab1e 7

Intercorre1ations I Heans and Standard Deviations of Vignette
Criterion Measures

-----------------

Measure 1 3

52.91 30.:47

2

1. arrest man -.571.00 -.07

2. infoma1 action LOO -.53

3. minimal action 1.00

Note; n = 110.

M SD

58.21 20.93

-167.03 47.88
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